Vast numbers of people are working and moving inside office buildings. Hikvision Temperature Screening Solutions are designed for efficient detection of skin-surface temperatures, meeting safety needs for two typical scenarios:

### 01 Temperature Screening for Entrances

**Entrances** is where everyone enters and exits buildings. To prevent crowding, a quick and convenient setup is recommended for preliminary temperature screening.

#### 1-1 Temperature Screening & Security Surveillance – Visualized Bi-spectrum Live View

The visualized bi-spectrum (thermal & optical) live view provides both temperature measurement and basic surveillance at the same time.

- Tripod mounting and simple wiring make for easy installation and use.
- Flexible, scalable, reliable and powerful central surveillance system.

#### Value-added Choices

- Mask Detection & Intuitive Demonstration
  - With DeepinMind NVRs and thermal cameras, users will enjoy additional functions:
    1. Mask Detection
    2. Intuitive Demonstration
    3. Search by Picture

- Local Storage and Information Recording
  - With HikCentral Professional, users will enjoy additional functions:
    1. Local storage with NVR
    2. Identity information can be registered upon detection of abnormal temperatures
    3. The data can be intuitively displayed and easily exported

### 1-2 Easy Supplemental Temperature Screening – Simple Wireless Connection

Handheld thermographic cameras can be added at entrances for temporary temperature screening with secondary queues during busy periods.

### 1-3 Temperature Screening with Route Guide

- Real-Time Audio and Visual Alarm
  - Metal detector doors with thermal cameras provide quick deployment at building entrances, lobbies, and more.
  - Real-time onboard audio and alarm warnings are supported.